Another Book About Design:
Complicated Doesn’t Make
It Bad, by Mark Gonyea.
9780805075762, $19.95. This book
combines concise text and vibrant
graphics to introduce basic design
concepts. Questions throughout the
book encourage readers to experiment with their own graphic designs.
The Arrival, by Shaun Tan.
9780439895293, $19.99. Sometimes,
you need no words at all to tell a
story. Tan deploys his meticulous,
beautiful, sepia-toned illustrations to
tell the tale of an immigrant making
a life in a new country before sending
for his family. Although it is shaped
like a picture book, this detailed story
is best enjoyed by those from ages 10 to 100.
Babymouse: Skater Girl, by
Jennifer Holm; illus. by Ma�hew
Holm. 9780375939891, $12.99.
Hooray for Babymouse! The latest in
the hip black, white and pink series
has the sassy heroine takes on the
skating world. Can she really give up
cupcakes for triple axels?
Behind the Curtain, by Peter Abrahams. 9780060737047, $15.99. (Echo
Falls mystery series, #2) Ages 10+. In
this sequel to Down the Rabbit Hole,
a clever young girl learns that mysterious forces are at work in her town - and
exposing them could put her life in jeopardy. #3 in the series, Into the Dark, is
due out in March.
Candyﬂoss, by Jacqueline Wilson.
9781596432413, $14.95. Flossie is
a wonderful ‘tween character who,
when faced with the dilemmas life
tosses her, makes sophisticated and
brave choices. Sometimes she learns
the hard way. An engaging story for
9-12 year old girls who will want to
read this curled up on a chilly day!

Catopia: A Cat Compendium, by Anne Mortimer.
9780061240041, $19.99 From
a noted illustrator of cats comes
this beautiful treasure-trove
of feline facts and fun. Trace
cats’ ancestry, explore their
physiology, unravel folklore
and superstitions, and celebrate
famous cats from around the world. Includes book plates,
booklets, ﬂaps and more.
Cracker! The Best Dog in Vietnam, by Cynthia Kadohata.
9781416906377, $16.99. Told in part
through the uncanny point of view of a
German shepherd, Cracker! is an actionpacked glimpse into the Vietnam War as
seen through the eyes of a dog and her
handler. It’s sure to hook readers who
love war stories and/or dog stories.
Crossing Bok Chi�o, by Tim
Tingle; illus. by Jeanne Rorex
Bridges. 9780938317777, $17.95.
Friendship/freedom/mysticism follow
when a young Choctaw girl breaks
custom by crossing Bok Chi�o River,
which separates her village and the
plantation on which Black American
slaves live. A powerful read-aloud.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, by Jeﬀ Kinney.
9780810993136, $12.95. Kinney’s uproarious “novel in cartoons” captures the
myriad traumas of junior high existence,
as conveyed in the deadpan journal of
protagonist Greg Heﬄey.
Dogs and Cats,
by Steve Jenkins.
9780618507672,
$16.00. Ages 6-10.
Dog lovers and cat
lovers will be equally
pleased with Steve
Jenkins’ clever book. Read about how your favorite companion came to be a pet and how its body works. Then, ﬂip
the book over and discover the other kind!

Dogs for Kids!: Everything Your
Need To Know About Dogs, by
Kristin Mehus-Roe. 9781931993838,
$14.95 (pb). A fun book with an interactive CD, 500+ images of dogs and
puppies, and fun activities for you and
your dog - everything you ever wanted
to know about choosing and living
with “kid’s best friend.”
Ghost Ship: A Cape Cod Story,
by Mary Higgins Clark; illus. by
Wendell Minor. Ages 6-10. When
Thomas picks up a weathered, oldfashioned belt buckle on the beach,
he is suddenly visited by Silas Rich,
a cabin boy on a ship that sailed
almost 250 years ago. Clark’s ﬁrst
children’s book tells a story of mystery and adventure.
I Am Not Joey Pigza, by Jack Gantos. 9780374399412, $16.00. Ages 10+.
In this fourth book in the award-winning series, Joey’s unpredictable dad
claims he is a recycled person and has a
new scheme that involves changing the
family’s last name. Will Joey ever get
used to his new life as Freddy Heinz?
Igraine the Brave, by Cornelia
Funke. 9780439903790, $16.99.
It’s Princess Igraine’s 12th birthday. When her magical present goes
wrong and her parents turn themselves into pigs, it’s up to Igraine to
put things right - even if that means
facing giants, three-headed dragons
and a particularly Spiky Knight. A
funny story with a heroine to cheer for.
Into the Wild, by Sarah Beth Durst.
9781595141569, $15.99. With Rapunzel for a mother and Puss-in-Boots for a
brother, Julie is no ordinary junior high
student. A careless wish sends them
back into fairy tale land, and only Julie
knows the secret to help them escape the
powerful magic of THE WILD. A fastpaced tale with lots of laughs.

The Invention of Hugo Cabret,
by Brian Selznick. 9780439813785,
$22.99. Orphan, clock keeper, thief:
Hugo lives in the walls of a busy
Paris train station, where his survival
depends on secrets and anonymity.
Combining elements of picture book,
graphic novel, and ﬁlm, Caldeco�
Honor artist Selznick breaks open the
novel form to create an entirely new
reading experience in this intricate, tender, and spellbinding mystery. Recommended by more librarians than any
other book on our lists this year.
Look-Alikes Around the
World: An Album of Amazing Postcards, by Joan Steiner. 9780316811729, $15.99.
“Amazing” is the perfect word
for this visually stunning book!
Look at the pyramids; are they
really saltines? Is Big Ben really made from clothespins?
And the Leaning Tower of Pisa - are those cookies?
The Lost Files of Nancy Drew,
by Carolyn Keene. 9780448446479,
$19.99. This beautiful interactive
book is narrated by Nancy Drew herself. See art from the 77-year history
of the series, and discover everything
you ever wanted to know about
Nancy. A beautiful keepsake gi�.
Meet Julie: An American Girl, by
Megan McDonald. 9781593692872,
$12.95 (also in pb). In 1974, a�er her
parents divorce, Julie and her mom move
to a new San Francisco neighborhood.
It’s up to Julie to make positive changes
in her new school – and her new life.
First in a series.
Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love
Stuart Li�le, by Peggy Giﬀord.
9780375839153, $12.99. Any child who
has ever put oﬀ a reading assignment can
empathize with Moxy. Giﬀord outlines
Moxy’s predicament with humor, but also
supplies an ending parents and kids (and
even librarians!) can relish.

The Neddiad: How Neddie Took
the Train, Went to Hollywood,
and Saved Civilization, by Daniel
Pinkwater. 9780618594443, $16.00. In
the 1940s, Neddie Wentworthstein and
his eccentric family are relocating to Los
Angeles from Chicago on a fancy train.
From this humble beginning, Neddie,
three good friends, a shaman, a ghost,
and a li�le maneuver known as the French substitution
determine the fate of the world. A deﬁnite page turner!
Paint the Wind, by Pam Muñoz Ryan.
9780439873628, $16.99. When Maya’s
guardian, her grandmother, passes away,
she goes to live with relatives in Wyoming where she connects with wild horses
and her mother’s memory.
Pete and Fremont,
by Jenny Tripp; illus. by John
Manders. 9780152056292, $16.00. An
aging circus poodle (Pete) and a huge,
unhappy bear (Fremont) star in a circus
tale full of daredevil schemes, legendary
letdowns, and stunning victories. But
it’s Pete and Fremont’s friendship that
ends up as the knock-’em-dead ﬁnale.
The Real Benedict Arnold, by Jim
Murphy. 9780395776094, $20.00.
Ages 10+. This fascinating and incredibly readable book will captivate your
favorite teen history buﬀ. Yes, Arnold
turned traitor to the American revolutionary cause, but there were reasons
behind it. Award-winning author Murphy does not excuse Arnold’s actions,
but rather gives insight into why the great military man
did what he did.
Rules, by Cynthia Lord.
9780439443821, $15.99. A funny,
heartwarming story told from the pointof-view of Catherine, a twelve-year-old
girl who deals with the ups and downs
of having a younger brother with autism.

The Talented Clementine, by Sara
Pennypacker; illus. by Marla Frazee.
9780786838707, $14.99. Ages 7-10.
Eight-year-old Clementine returns for
more well-intentioned trouble as she
tries to ﬁnd her special talent for the
school talent show.
The Titan’s Curse,
by Rick Riordan. (Percy Jackson
and the Olympians series, #3).
9781423101451, $17.95. This terriﬁc
YA series revamps Greek mythology
in a fun, fresh way kids ﬁnd absolutely enthralling. Percy Jackson is a
trouble-prone teenager with ADHD and
dyslexia. He’s also the half-blood son of Poseidon, one of 12
Olympian gods making mischief right here in 21st-century
America. Fast-paced, funny, and ﬁlled with super-cool
fantasy elements. –barnesandnoble.com
What-the-Dickens: The Story of
a Rogue Tooth Fairy, by Gregory
Maguire. 9780763629618, $15.99.
On a dark and stormy night, three siblings are home with their older cousin,
Gage. To help take their minds oﬀ the
storm, Gage spins a story about an
orphan skibberree (or tooth fairy) who
doesn’t know who or what he is. Funny and poignant, this
is a not-very-ordinary fairy tale about the power of belief.
From the author of Wicked.
The White Giraﬀe, by Lauren St.
John. 9780803732117, $16.99. When a
mourning eleven-year-old girl is sent to
live with her estranged grandmother on
a game reserve in South Africa, she ﬁnds
herself at the heart of a mystical reality.
Wild animals, healing powers, a heartstopping chase ... this book has it all!
The Wizard, by Jack Prelutsky; illus. by Brandon
Dorman. 9780061240768,
$16.99. An illustrated, rhyming
tale of a wicked wizard and his
evil deeds. Children will love
the way the wizard’s spells glow
and splash across the pages.
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